
SPECIFICATIONS

ORDERING DETAILS
   Model No.:  Colour:  Description: 

e25    Black   Luna Eclipse 2.0 speaker set (Black)
e25    Red   Luna Eclipse 2.0 speaker set (Red)
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Luna® Eclipse - e25

FEATURES

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Total power output:
THD + N (testing level):
Signal to noise ratio:
Frequency response: R/L: 6.1KHz - 20KHz  | SW:30Hz-1.58KHz 
Distortion:  ≤0.5%
  Input sensitivity:
Audio input:
Adjustment (remote):
Adjustment (unit):  Power, volume, Bluetooth disconnect, swipe motion 
   track navigation in Bluetooth mode
Speaker unit:
Passive bass radiator: 3 inch (82mm)
Dimension:
Weight:

             

RMS 15W x 2 + 22W x 2
10%
≥85dBA

600mV±50mV 
Bluetooth, Auxiliary
Wireless remote control for volume and power, 

Tweeter: 19mm  |   3 inch (82mm), Magnetically shielded, 6Ω

122 x 212 x 222mm (W x H x D)
3.6Kg net  |  4.15Kg gross 

EAN:
6923520263943
6923520263929
6923520264193                 e25   White  Luna Eclipse 2.0 speaker set (white)            

The Luna Eclipse is a stunning 2.0 speaker set, with smooth curves, distinct unique design and high audio quality that Edifier is renowned for. 
Ideal for desktops and home environments, the Luna Eclipse is a must have for audio enthusiasts seeking an exceptional audio and visually 
striking experience. Connect to a Bluetooth enabled device for wireless audio streaming, or to your audio host using the 3.5mm auxiliary cable. 
Touch sensitive controls are located on the active speaker, for volume and power control as well as track change in a swiping motion when 
paired in Bluetooth mode. Each speaker unit contains a 19mm tweeter and a 3 inch full range speaker driver, producing a total RMS of 74W. 
In addition, each speaker also contains two 3 inch passive bass radiators, maximizing the bass performance and listening experience. The 
incorporation and use of Digital Sound Processing and Dynamic Range Control minimize the distortion levels even at the highest volumes, 
producing clear, clean audio output. A slim, easy to use remote control also controls volume levels and power to the speakers. 

- Bluetooth pairing capability with Bluetooth enabled devices
- Capacitive touch sensitive controls for volume, play/pause, previous/next track and standby
- Auxiliary input port for versatile connectivity to external devices
- Incorporation of DSP and DRC for enhanced audio performance and distortion control 
- Electronic crossover and dedicated power amplifier to each tweeter and bass drivers
- 3inch bass driver and Ф19mm silk dome tweeter in each speaker
- Dual 2inch×3inch passive bass radiators for enhanced bass effect in each speaker
- Remote control for volume and power


